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Like many companies, Proyoli Gaming Ltd. (the “Company” or “We” or “Our”) uses certain cookies on our Real Manager website at https://www.realmanager.club and its sub-domains (the “Site”) to collect information. This cookies policy (the “Cookies Policy”) explains what cookies are, how we use
cookies and similar technologies and your choices regarding the cookies.

What are cookies
Cookies, pixel tags and similar technologies (collectively “ Cookies”) are small text files sent by your web browser to a website you visit. A
Cookie file is stored in your hard drive to allow that website to recognize you and make your next visit easier and more useful to you.
Similar technology might be known as “ local storage” which may also be used by our Site as an alternate to cookies.
Insofar as those cookies are not strictly necessary for the functioning of the Site, we will ask you to consent to our use of cookies when you first visit the
Site.

How We Use Cookies
We use cookies on this website to:
a) Recognise you whenever you visit the Site (this speeds up your access to the website as you do not have to log in each time). Cookies used for this
purpose are:
auth-token-rm
b) Remember your choices and preferences for the Site. Cookies used for this purpose are:
lang
negishut
c) Make your online experience more efficient and enjoyable. Cookies used for this purpose are:
attainable_actions_$LeagueId$_$TeamId$
WelcomeMessage
Favorites
JoinLeague
d) To protect your user account, including preventing fraudulent use of login credentials, and to protect our website and services generally.
e) Target our marketing and advertising campaigns (and those of our partners) more effectively by providing interest-based advertisements that are
personalised to your interests Cookies used for this purpose are:
rm-source
rmref
rmmed
utm_source
utm_medium
utm_campaign
campaigns
f) Keep track of the items stored in your shopping basket and take you through the checkout process If so cookies used for this purpose are:

Payment

Our service providers use cookies and those cookies may be stored on your computer when you visit our website.
We use Google Analytics to analyse the use of our website. Google Analytics gathers information about your activity on our Site use by means of
Cookies. The information gathered relating to our Site is used to create reports about the use of our website. Google's privacy policy is available at:
https://policies.google.com/privacy
To provide website visitors the ability to prevent their data from being used by Google Analytics, Google have developed the Google Analytics opt-out
browser add-on for the Google Analytics JavaScript (ga.js, analytics.js, dc.js). If you want to opt-out, download and install the add-on for your web
browser. The Google Analytics opt-out add-on is designed to be compatible with Chrome, Internet Explorer 11, Safari, Firefox and Opera. In order to
function, the opt-out add-on must be able to load and execute properly on your browser. For Internet Explorer, 3rd-party cookies must be enabled.
Learn more about the opt-out and how to properly install the browser add-on at https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/181881?hl=en

Your Choices Regarding Cookies
You can choose to either enable or disable all cookies in your browser. Most browsers will also enable you to disable only the third-party cookies. You
may also choose to delete cookies stored in your device at any time. However, please note that if you set your browser to reject any or all cookies
and/or delete them, you may not be able to use the Site and any or all of the features and services provided by it. If you have any question regarding
this Cookies Policy please contact us at email: support@real-manager.club
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